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INTRODUCTION

Cotton, being a semi-halophyte with commercial value 
and is widely cultivated in Xinjiang, China(Q. Wang et al., 
2021; Z. Zhang, Dong, Wang, & Pu, 2020). Over the 
past few years, China has emerged as a big country of  
cotton production, and the cotton industry is one of  the 
most important pillars of  China’s economy(Alpermann, 
2014). Therefore, the price of  cotton attracts much more 
attention than before. Price of  seed cotton setting is a 
multi-factorial decision with various determinants such as 
micronaire values, moisture regain, inclusion rate, short 
fiber rate, lint percentage and other factors. Among these 
factors, the lint percentage is one of  the most important 
factors. The higher the lint percentage, the higher the price 
of  seed cotton. Accordingly, the lint percentage of  seed 
cotton has become a focus of  attention. Unfortunately, the 
calculation of  the lint percentage of  seed cotton has not 
fully automated. Up to date, to obtain the lint percentage, 

the operator needs to weigh the seed cotton samples, 
separate the lint and cotton seed with a cotton ginning 
machine, then weigh the separated lint again, and finally 
according to the professional formula, the lint percentage 
can be calculated by the operator. This conventional 
method of  lint percentage obtaining suffers from time-
consuming, human-intensive, complicated procedures and 
damaging the samples. Automation and intelligence will 
be a major trend in future evolution of  various industries 
with the process of  industrialization. Conventional 
detection methods constrain the rapid trading of  seed 
cotton in the transaction links and impedes the industry 
process of  automation and intelligence. To counteract the 
shortcomings of  the conventional detection method, it’s 
necessary to exploit a fast, simple, non-destructive, and 
low-budget method for lint percentage detection.

In recent years, image processing and machine vision 
make a fast evolution with the progress of  the computer 
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and multimedia technologies. Image processing are 
being currently used in many different areas. Huang 
et al. (Huang & Chien, 2017) used a CCD color camera 
collect photos of  three Taiwan rice seed breeds and then 
extracted 7 shape features using image processing. Finally, 
a classifier was used for classification. The classification 
accuracy of  the resultant classifier for three rice seed 
varieties were 92.68%, 97.35% and 96.57%, respectively. 
Zhang et al. (F. Zhang & Zhang, 2011) used the image 
processing technology to grade tobacco leaves through 
their shape, color and surface texture features. The 
average accuracy of  classification was 94%. There are 
many reported works in this regard(Chawgien & Kiattisin, 
2021; Drewry, Luck, Willett, Rocha, & Harmon, 2019; 
Ghodrati, Kandi, & Mohseni, 2018; Miao, Jeon, & Park, 
2020; Mondal, Rajan, & Ahmad, 2006; Sandra, Prayogi, 
Damayanti, & Djoyowasito, 2020; Sunoj et al., 2018; Tan 
et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2009). Image processing are also 
already widely used in solving problems related to cotton. 
Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2009) presented a novel way 
through image transformation, image enhancement and 
image segmentation to process images of  foreign fibers. 
Ni et al. (Ni et al., 2020) presented a new classification 
method, which using the hyperspectral imaging with a 
spectral spectrum of  1000 - 2500 nm to online inspection 
the membrane of  cotton. The variable weighted stacked 
autoworkers were used for extracting features and 
an artificial neural network were used for parameter 
optimization. The average accuracy of  classification 
was 95%.

Penetration imaging is a well-known technique of  
detection. Because the non-contact, non-destructive 
and sensitivity properties, it is widely used for various 
studies. Taraghi I et al. (Taraghi, Lopato, Paszkiewicz, 
& Piesowicz, 2019) presented a THz imaging ways to 
examine the flaws in the sandwich panels. Coic, L et al. 
(Coic et al., 2019) proposed the hyperspectral imaging 
technique can as an effective method of  falsified 
medicines analysis. Elmasry et al. (Elmasry et al., 2011)
exploited a penetration imaging system to evaluate the 
grade of  turkey. There are many reported works in this 
regard(Hong et al., 2012; Jaillon, Makita, Min, Lee, & 
Yasuno, 2011; Sumriddetchkajorn, Kamtongdee, & 
Chanhorm, 2015; Uchida & Okamoto, 2006; Xu, Wang, 
Shi, Yu, & Zhang, 2021).

In this paper, aiming at the above defects of  conventional 
method for obtaining the lint percentage of  seed cotton, 
we present a novel way for automatically obtaining the lint 
percentage based on penetration imaging and machine 
vision technology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lint percentage of seed cotton
The lint percentage of  seed cotton refers to the ratio of  
lint mass to cotton seed mass. Lint percentage is one of  the 
principal factors that can affect price. The higher the lint 
percentage, the higher the price of  cotton. Lint percentage 
P was calculated with the following formula.

C F

C

M M
P

M
−

=  (1)

Where MC is the total seed cotton mass, MF is the total 
cotton seed mass, P value stands for lint percentage of  
seed cotton. Total seed cotton mass MC was obtained by a 
weighing sensor, then the MC was passed into the developed 
system for calculating the lint percentage of  seed cotton. 
MF is given by

F fM N M= ×  (2)

Where N is overall number of  cotton seed, Mf  is the 
statistical mass of  an individual cotton seed. Cotton 
seed total number N was the focus of  our study. We 
detailly described how we detect cotton seed total 
number in this paper. Mf was obtained from the dataset. 
The Equation (1) and Equation (2) were written into the 
algorithms to achieve calculation of  the lint percentage 
automatically.

Image processing system
An image processing system is constructed as shown in 
Fig. 1, which is consisted of  a camera (Hikvision MV-
CE100-30GC 0.8 Lux 3840 × 2748), an PCI Bus Frame 
Grabber, a quartz glass plate (315 × 315 × 5mm), a LED 
white backlight source (32.3 × 32.3 × 7mm), a monitor, a 
computer and a printer.

Fig 1. Image processing system
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The color camera is fixed on the bottom center of  the 
cabinet, which could move up-down, left-right, and 
forward-back. The quartz glass plate was placed above 
the color camera. The distance between the quartz glass 
plate and color camera was about 52 cm to ensure clear 
imaging. The seed cotton samples are placed evenly on the 
quartz glass plate, and the LED white backlight source was 
placed above the quartz glass plate. The distance between 
the LED white backlight source and quartz glass plate 
was about 7 mm to prevent the stacking of  seed cotton 
layers. A computer is connected to the color camera for 
transmitting image information, and a printer was used to 
print the testing results. Python programming language is 
used to accomplish all algorithms.

Image acquisition and prepossessing
Image acquisition is one of  the most basic steps during the 
lint percentage of  seed cotton detection. The reflection 
images and the corresponding transmittance image of  the 
seed cotton samples were obtained in experiment as shown 
in Fig. 2, one can see that there are considerably different 
between the two images. Transmittance image of  seed 
cotton holds more abundant information, which included 
cotton seed, nep and impurity. Cotton knots are knots of  
cotton fibers tightly twisted together, which are denser and 
harder for white light to penetrate. Cotton seed had higher 
gray value compared to the nep in terms of  gray value. 
Morphologically, cotton seed and impurity have similar 
shapes and different sizes. Although, they also have similar 
gray values. Cotton seed, however, which the margin 
gray value is changed gradually. Therefore, depending 
on the features of  grayscale value and morphology (e.g., 
circumference and area), it was possible to distinguish 
cotton seed, nep and impurity from transmittance image. 
Additionally, a single cotton seed thickness was between 4 
and 6 mm. The seed cotton was placed the sample region 
between the LED white backlight source and quartz 
glass plate during image acquisition. The spatial height 
of  sample region is rigorously set at 7 mm to prevent the 
stacking of  seed cotton layers. To summarize, we adopted 
penetration imaging method to obtain transmittance 
image of  seed cotton to identify cotton seed, statistics the 
number of  cotton seed and calculate the lint percentage 
of  seed cotton.

Image preprocessing of  the transmittance image is one of  
the most critical steps during the lint percentage of  seed 
cotton detection. The perspective transformation(Haralick, 
1980) and gaussian filtering(Pedder, 1993) were used to 
correct the image distortion and improve the image 
quality. In this experiment, in order to capture a photo 
of  distortion-free, the optical axis of  the CMOS camera 
should keep vertical to the quartz glass plate plane. 
However, it is difficult to achieve perpendicular between 

the CMOS camera and quartz glass plate plane. In case 
of  the CMOS camera and quartz glass plate plane were 
non-vertical to each other, the obtained image of  seed 
cotton appears different level distortions. We used 
perspective transformation method to eliminate effects 
of  image distortion and obtain corrected image. Four 
corner points in the transmittance image were used to 
constitute a polygon bounding the region of  interest. The 
area included in this polygon for each transmittance image 
was then rotated into a corrected image using a perspective 
transformation. In this study, when the angular bias 
between the CMOS camera and quartz glass plate plane 
is no greater than 7 degrees, the transmittance image can 
be correct with the perspective transformation method. 
As shown in Fig. 3.

Fig 3. Transformation of transmittance image based on 4 corner 
points. The red points are corner points and the green polygon is the 
boundary for the perspective transformation. a, b and c indicating that 
the angular bias between the CMOS camera and quartz glass plate 
plane is about 0°, 4°and 5°respectively. A, B and C represents the 
perspective transformation images of a, b, and c, respectively

Fig 2. The (a) and (b) indicate seed cotton images of the same group 
under different imaging methods. The (a) is reflection image of seed 
cotton and the (b) is transmittance image of seed cotton

a b
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The CMOS camera for picture collection is subjected to 
miscellaneous sources of  noise, including thermal noise 
and shot noise(Moroni, Mei, Leonardi, Lupo, & La Marca, 
2014), which also caused the obtained transmittance image 
to be impressionable to noise. So far, about noise removing 
ways, median filtering and Gaussian filtering are normally 
used(Jiang, Zhang, Han, Liu, & Liu, 2013). The gaussian-
filter eliminates noise by using a fixed size Gaussian 
kernel(Weber, Pauling, List, & Baumbach, 2020). Compared 
with the other filtering algorithm, Gaussian filtering has 
better smoothing effect and flexible filtering adjustment 
scale(G, L, K, & Y, 2019). In view of  the white Gaussian 
noise was most widespread in transmittance image, the 
Gaussian filter was selected for noise decrease.

Gaussian smoothing is an image smoothing way based 
on the idea of  neighborhood weighted averaging, where 
diverse positions of  the pixels are given varying weights. 
(Meylan & Susstrunk, 2006). The Gaussian function with 
a one-dimensional zero-mean(Antolik, Sabatier, Galle, 
Frégnac, & Benosman, 2021) is as follows:

2

22( )  
x

G x e
−
σ=  (3)

Where the width of  the Gaussian filter is determined by 
the Gaussian distribution parameter σ. Among the image 
processing, a discrete Gaussian function with a 2-dimensional 
0-mean is always chosen as the smoothing filter. The discrete 
Gaussian function that we used is as follows:
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There are two methods to create a Gaussian filter: 
the convolution approach and the Gaussian template 
method(Cai et al., 2021; Kittisopikul, Virtanen, Taimen, & 
Goldman, 2019). In this study, the Gaussian template method 
was chosen. We design a Gaussian filter by calculating the 
template weights of  a discrete Gaussian distribution. For 
computational simplicity, the filter weights are always integers 
and the weights of  the filter templates must be normalised 
so that the uniform grey areas of  the image are not to be 
influenced. Here a Gaussian template has been chosen for 
the equation with σ2 = 1/2, m = 3. The Gaussian template 
we have been selecting is shown as follows:

1 2 1
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G 2 4 2
16

1 2 1

 
 = ×  
  

 (5)

Fig. 4 shows the variance between the Gaussian filtered 
fractionally anisotropic image and the image containing 

noise. It is evident that the white Gaussian noise was largely 
removed and the image detail was well retained.

Features extraction
Choice of optimal threshold based on the gray value
In the grayscale image, the grayscale value refers to 
the brightness of  single pixel points, and the larger the 
grayscale value indicates that the individual pixel is brighter. 
These values are displayed in 256 grayscales, from 0 to 
256(Shimomura et al., 2021). The gray values have been 
widely used as the features of  the image in many studies. For 
the purpose of  obtaining the average surface ruggedness 
R of  operational conductors. Liu et al.(Liu, Bian, Cao, & 
Zhuansun, 2015) presented a feature of  two-dimensional 
surface morphology based on a matrix of  grey values G. 
They found a linear relationship between the variance F and 
R within a wide range of  R. As a result, R can be obtained 
from the images and G without the need to dismantle the 
conductor being used, and it is more economical and time 
efficient for the measurement.

In this work, the maximal gray value and the minimum 
gray value of  the cotton seed in the transmittance image 
were defined as Gmax and Gmin, respectively. Then, when 
the gray value of  pixel point was between Gmax and Gmin, 
it may be the cotton seed. Therefore, the gray scale value 
of  the image can be used as a parameter to distinguish 
cotton seed, and we also determined experimentally the 
values of  Gmax and Gmin. Under the circumstance of  other 
experimental conditions be equal, three seed cotton 
samples were used to investigate the relation between the 
threshold of  grayscale value from 0 to 255 and the number 
of  cotton seed, as shown in Fig. 5. The actually number of  
seed contained in the three seed cotton samples were 85, 
79 and 64, respectively.

As one can see in Fig. 5, for the three groups of  samples, 
when the threshold of  grayscale value less than 30, the 
numbers of  cotton seed detected in each group was 0, when 
the threshold of  grayscale value greater than 30 and less 
than or equal 45, the cotton seed were detected in the each 
group, so the lowest grayscale value of  cotton seed is Gmin, 

Fig 4. (a and b) Performance comparison of Gaussian filtering

a b
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which values is between 30 and 45. The numbers of  cotton 
seed detected in each group increases with increase in the 
threshold of  grayscale value. However, we found that when 
the threshold of  grayscale value changed from 240 to 255, 
the numbers of  cotton seed detected in each group was 
0, this is because there were no differences for the cotton 
seed and background in the transmittance image after 
binarization as the threshold of  grayscale value increases 
to a certain value, and the features of  cotton seed could 
not be extracted. In order to get an accurate Gmin and Gmax, 
in the range [30, 45] and [225, 255], we further investigated 
the relation between the threshold of  grayscale value and 
number of  cotton seed. As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

It can be seen from Fig. 6, for the three groups of  samples, 
the lowest threshold of  grayscale value in each group is 33, 
38 and 41, respectively. Therefore, we have chosen Gmin=33 
to ensure all cotton seed were detected.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, the numbers of  cotton seed 
detected in each group around the true value as the 
threshold of  grayscale value gradually changed from 230 
to 241, which indicated that the threshold of  grayscale 
value has reached the Gmax and all cotton seed in each 
group of  samples have been detected. When threshold 
of  grayscale value gradually changed from 241 to 253, 
the numbers of  cotton seed detected in each group rose 
rapidly, which indicated that the threshold of  grayscale 
value has reached the minimum gray value for lint and 
some of  the lint has been misidentified as cotton seed. 
When the threshold of  grayscale value increases to 254, 
the numbers of  cotton seed detected in each group was 
0, which indicated that the threshold of  grayscale value 
has reached the gray value of  background and there were 
few features in the transmittance image after binarization. 
In order to ensure all cotton seed were detected as far as 

possible and to avoid misidentifying lint as cotton seed. 
We have chosen Gmax=236.

Classification of perimeter based on the number of 
pixels
The sum number of  all pixels on the boundary of  the 
connected area of  the image is the perimeter(Venegas et al., 
2020). In some studies, an image with perimeter features 
plays an important role. Y. Wang and McClung(Y. Wang & 
McClung, 2018) presented an assessment of  the surface 
area of  exposed grains in a 2D polished section analysis of  
porphyry copper ores based on corresponding HRXMT 
data. The results show that the polished cross-sectional 
analysis based on perimeter gives a good approximation 
of  the surface area of  the exposed grains as determined 
by HRXMT. Stachowiak et al. (Stachowiak, Stachowiak, & 
Podsiadlo, 2008) used image analysis software to determine 
the perimeter and area parameters of  each wear particle and 

Fig 5. The relation between the threshold of grayscale value from 0 to 
255 and the number of detected cotton seed

Fig 7. The relation between the threshold of grayscale value from 225 
to 255 and the number of detected cotton seed

Fig 6. The relation between the threshold of grayscale value from 30 
to 35 and the number of detected cotton seed
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performed a statistical analysis of  these parameters. Each 
particle class was then evaluated according to the features 
of  perimeter and area.

There are cotton seed, nep and impurities in a transmittance 
image of  seed cotton. Fortunately, they differed significantly 
by circumferences. The circumference of  cotton seed is 
larger, followed by the impurities and nep, as shown in 
Fig. 8.

We can obtain the relationship between the circumference 
and the numbers of  cotton seed by image analysis, as shown 
in Table 1. We will employ the data to count the numbers 
of  cotton seed in the next Section.

Screening of area based on the number of pixels
The sum number of  all pixels in the connected area of  
the image is the area(Harris et al., 2018). Similar to the 
circumference, the area features of  an image are also 
important in some studies. Tong et al. (Tong, Li, & Jiang, 
2013) used the area parameter of  seedling leaves to measure 
the quality of  seedlings. They developed a vision system to 
detect seedling leaves in the growing stage, which enables 
real-time detection of  seedling quality. Leaf  area is also used 
by Silva et al. (Silva, Reis, Nascimento, Nascimento, & Filho, 
2021) to explore the effects of  N, K and Mg elements on 
the growth of  arugula plants.

In a similar manner, the cotton seed could be differentiated 
from impurity and nep based on the size of  area, as shown 
in Fig. 9.

We can obtain the relationship of  the cotton seed and the 
area similarly, as shown in Table 2. These data will used 
to count the numbers of  cotton seed in the next Section.

Establishment of dataset
In order to assess the reliability and universality of  the 
lint percentage detection method, setting up a dataset 
of  individual cotton seed mass about H219 (varieties 
of  seed cotton) and ZHM19 (varieties of  seed cotton) 
to obtain individual cotton seed mass for calculating 
the lint percentage. In this study, we employed H219 
and ZHM19 as experimental subjects purchased from 
breeding organizations. The detailed process of  dataset 
establishment about individual cotton seed mass of  H219 
and ZHM19 is described below.

 Step1 Five groups seed cotton sample (H219 or 
ZHM19) was obtained.

 Step2 Five groups of  seed cotton was separated into 
lint and cotton seed.

 Step3 Five groups of  cotton seed was weighed.
 Step4 Five groups of  cotton seed was counted.

 Step5 The mass of  individual cotton seed was calculated.

The dataset of  individual cotton seed mass about H219 
and ZHM19 was established according to these steps, as 
shown in Fig. 10.

Based on the number and mass of  cotton seed in the 
samples, the average mass of  each group cotton seed was 
calculated, then the average mass of  each variety five groups 
cotton seed was calculated. The results of  calculated as the 
dataset of  individual cotton seed mass, as shown in Table 3.

RESULTS

The presented algorithm is experimented with using a PC 
i7-7700HQ, GeForce 950M 4 GB, 16 GB RAM, 512 GB 
HDD. The programming language used Python 3.7 in the 

Table 1: Circumference and the corresponding numbers of 
cotton seeds
Circumference (pixels) Numbers of cotton seeds
85-180 2
20-85 1
0-20 0

Table 2: Area and the corresponding numbers of cotton 
seeds
Area (pixels) Numbers of cotton seeds
500-1200 2
27-500 1
0-27 0

Fig 8. The features of cotton seed, impurity and nep. (a) each of 
the area surrounded by the blue curve is the impurity or nep, which 
represent area with an absence of cotton seed. (b) each of the area 
surrounded by the green curve represent 1 cotton seed. (c) each of the 
area surrounded by the red curve represent 2 cotton seed

a b c

Fig 9. The features of cotton seed, impurity and nep. (a) Each of the 
blue area is the impurity or nep, which represent area with an absence 
of cotton seed. (b) Each of the green area represent 1 cotton seed. 
(c) Each of the red area represent 2 cotton seed

a b c
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PyCharm integrated development environment, with some 
packages namely numpy, imutils, matplotlib, argparse, and 
opencv-python. Experiments on Windows 10 and 64-bit 
operating systems. The presented algorithm is tested against 
10 groups of  seed cotton samples. It includes 5 groups 
seed cotton of  variety H219 and 5 groups seed cotton of  
variety ZHM19. The details related to the processes for 
counting the number of  cotton seed are given in Fig.11 
and experiment results are provided in Table 4.

Statistics the numbers of cotton seed
In this work, a large numbers of  transmittance images 
were collected. In brief, statistical the number of  cotton 
seed embraces the three main steps: The first step was to 
preprocess the transmittance image to improve the image 

quality. The pre-processing contains two main processes 
which are perspective transformation and Gaussian 
denoising. Perspective transformation is used to correct 
the image which was slightly distorted, and Gaussian filter 
is used for smoothing the image. The second step was 
binarize the grayscale image by setting a suitable threshold, 
the image is changed from gray scale status to binary image 
with the help of  the threshold technique which separates 
the cotton seed from the whole image. The next step 
is the finding of  the contours of  the image. Finally, the 
filtering contours way is applied for cotton seed detection 
and count.

The numbers of  cotton seed were auto-counted according 
to these steps as shown in Fig. 11.

 INPUT: Transmittance image, which was captured by 
a color camera.

 OUTPUT: Output image with number and contour 
of  the cotton seed.

 Step1: Transmittance image was captured by a color 
camera.

Table 3: Dataset of individual cotton seed quality
Variety Breed 

origins
Origin Numbers of 

cotton seed 
Mass Mf

H219 461—3×ZM—
4

Xinjiang 2623 278.8g 0.10630g

ZHM19 Xiang 
Z201×H101

Hunan 2565 277.4g 0.10814g

Fig 10. The process of dataset establishment about individual cotton seed mass of H219 and ZHM19

Fig 11. The processes for counting the number of cotton seed
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 Step2: By applying perspective transformation for 
correcting the image.

 Step3: The corrected image was converted into the 
grayscale image.

 Step4: By using Gaussian filter to remove noise from 
the photo.

 Step5: The image was binarized, set threshold (33, 236). 
The pixels with gray values below the 33 and above 
236 were set to 255, and gray values between 33 and 
236 were set to 0.

 Step6: Extracting the contours information from the 
binarized image.

 Step7: Filtering the contours.
 Step7.1: If  the circumference range is between 0-20 

or area range is between 0-27 is considered as 0 
cotton seed.

 Step7.2: If  the circumference range is between 20-85 
or area range is between 27- 500 is considered as 1 
cotton seed.

 Step7.3: If  the circumference range is between 85-180 
or area range is between 500- 1200 is considered as 2 
cotton seed.

 Step8: The number of  cotton seed was counted.

In this research, several groups of  seed cotton samples have 
been used to verified the method of  statistics the numbers 
of  cotton seed, and the results were shown in Fig. 12.

The calculated results of lint percentage
The functions of  software include file operations (gather, 
load, and save photo), image prepossessing (greyscale-
transformed, binarization, perspective transformation, 
gaussian denoising), statistics cotton seed, and the 
calculation of  lint percentage. Five groups seed cotton 
of  variety H219 and five groups seed cotton of  variety 
ZHM19 were used as experimental samples. The mass of  
each group sample is MC, which is weighed and recorded 
by the load cell, and then automatically transferred to the 
calculation software. The dataset of  individual cotton seed 
mass has been stored in the calculation software, which 
recalls the corresponding individual cotton seed mass 

Mf  automatically depending on the input seed cotton 
variety. The number of  cotton seed N is obtained with 
the calculation software. Based on equations (1) and (2) 
within the software, the software can calculate the lint 
percentage of  seed cotton accurately and rapidly. Several 
group samples have been used to verified the software, the 
results were shown in Table 4.

According to the Table 4, the accuracy of  lint percentage was 
plotted for each group, as shown in Fig. 13. From Fig. 13, 
it can be seen that the accuracy of  the algorithm is between 
91.22% and 98.82%. The average accuracy for lint percentage 
of  variety H219 and ZHM19 was calculated, which was 
96.33% and 95.40%, respectively. The experiments show 
that the method has high feasibility and effectiveness.

DISCUSSION

In the cotton market, the lint percentage is important 
as it is known to influence cotton prices. The traditional 
method of  calculating the lint percentage could not be 
avoided interference from human factors due to individuals’ 
involvement. The legal rights of  emptor will be infringed 
if  the calculated lint percentage is high during cotton 
transaction. Conversely, the legal rights of  seller will be 
infringed. As a result, in this research a new compute 
the lint percentage approach is proposed, which the seed 
cotton image was obtained by the penetration imaging 
setup with a LED white backlight source. Then through 
the perspective transformation to obtain corrected image. 
The features of  corrected image were studied and three 
key features was been found, which are the circumference, 
area, and greyscale value, respectively. Two morphological 
features (circumference, area) and one color (grayscale) 
features of  each corrected image were extracted. These 
features were used to identify cotton seed and count the 
number of  cotton seed. The mass of  seed cotton is weighed 
and recorded by the load cell, and then automatically 
transferred to the developed calculation system. The 
dataset of  individual cotton seed mass has been stored in 

Table 4: Experiment results
Variety Group Mass (Mc) Real number of cotton seed Detection result(N) Lint percentage (P) Accuracy
H219 ① 12.9g 65 60 50.39% 93.44%
H219 ② 14.1g 71 74 43.97% 98.41%
H219 ③ 15.8g 82 79 46.84% 97.38%
H219 ④ 10.5g 56 57 41.90% 93.61%
H219 ⑤ 18.5g 90 95 45.41% 98.82%
ZHM19 ⑥ 13.2g 66 65 46.97% 91.22%
ZHM19 ⑦ 20.9g 115 113 41.63% 95.16%
ZHM19 ⑧ 20.0g 109 116 37.50% 96.15%
ZHM19 ⑨ 14.7g 91 81 40.14% 98.33%
ZHM19 ⑩ 13.2g 77 72 40.91% 96.14%
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the calculation system, which recalls the corresponding 
individual cotton seed mass automatically depending on the 
input seed cotton variety. Afterwards, the lint percentage 
was calculated by a professional industry formula that 
written in developed calculation system. The proposed 
method can calculate the lint percentage and indicates 
favorable performance.

Fig.13 shows the experimental results. The performance 
of  the proposed method showed that this technique can 
replace the traditional manual method. However, as can 
be seen in Table 4, the difference between the highest and 
lowest lint percentage for the varieties H219 and ZHM19 

were 8.49% and 9.47%, respectively, although the accuracy 
rate of  the results was very high. Theoretically, the lint 
percentage of  the same breed was essentially equivalent. 
However, resulting in the difference of  lint percentage 
between same varieties due to the segmentation algorithms 
failure to accurately identify numbers of  cotton seed and 
the sample size was small in this experiment. In response to 
above issues, we will optimize the segmentation algorithm 
to improve its performance and design more reasonable 
experiments to carry out in-depth mechanism research. 
Moreover, the penetration of  white light is unable to 
completely penetrate the nep and impurities, which also 
increased the difficulty of  identifying cotton seed and 
spurred us to seek for some other alternatives.

Our contributions in this paper are summarized as 
following. First, to the best of  our knowledge, research 
studies of  lint percentage are scarce; thus, this study 
attempts to fill this research gap. Second, white light could 
be used as a transmitted light source for the obtaining 
of  penetration image. Thus, we will try to generalize this 
method to other areas for solving various research and 
practical issues. Thirdly, through the experimentation, we 
verified the gray value, perimeter and area can be used as 
a feature to distinguish cotton seed, nep and impurities, 
which were used to separate the cotton seed achieved a 
better result. Finally, we have succeeded in making a data 
set with mass of  an individual cotton seed about H219 and 
ZHM19, and made it publicly available for use by other 
researchers.

Fig 13. The accuracy of lint percentage

Fig 12. Statistical results of cotton seed. The seed cotton variety of a, b, c and d, e, f is H219 and ZHM19, respectively. The a, b, c, d, e and f 
actually contain the number of cotton seed are 65, 82, 90, 66, 109 and 77, respectively. Blue colored font indicates the result of detection with 
the proposed method

a b c

d e f
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In the future, algorithms to enhance the segmentation 
process will be explored and used to avoid bridging 
problems. In addition, we will try other algorithms to solve 
our problem, such as deep learning algorithms. In fact, 
whatever algorithm we employed, it is conceivable that the 
whole system could be integrated into an industrial robot, 
but this would become cost prohibitive.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we proposed a non-destructive detection 
method for automatically obtaining lint percentage of  seed 
cotton based on optical penetration imaging and machine 
vision. The method uses the light penetration to image 
the cotton seeds, which are difficult to distinguish with the 
human eye. Cotton seeds then were identified and counted 
based on the three image features, which are gray value, 
perimeter and area, to calculate the lint percentage of  seed 
cotton. The test results show that the calculation average 
accuracy of  the new way for lint percentage of  varieties 
H219 and ZHM19 were 96.33% and 95.40%, respectively 
and the new method is a viable way for the automatic 
calculating of  lint percentage. This method will be one of  
promising alternatives, with potential advantages of  fast, 
simple, non-destructive, and low-cost for development of  
a novel solution to improve the level of  cotton industry 
automation and intelligence.
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